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Time-Resolved Spectroscopy

Picosecond Time-Resolved X-Ray Emission Spectroscopy: Ultrafast
Spin-State Determination in an Iron Complex**
Gyrgy Vank,* Pieter Glatzel,* Van-Thai Pham, Rafael Abela, Daniel Grolimund,
Camelia N. Borca, Steven L. Johnson, Christopher J. Milne, and Christian Bressler*
Molecular systems with switchable electronic states have
fascinated scientists for decades, in part due to their potential
as ultrasmall magnetic devices. Among them, transitionmetal-based spin-crossover (SCO) compounds exhibit strikingly different properties, both structural and electronic,
between their isoelectronic low-spin (LS) and high-spin (HS)
states. Previous research resulted in a rich knowledge of the
involved electronic states and key factors that affect the spintransition conditions.[1] At low temperature (T < 50 K) many
different excitations, including visible light, hard and soft X
rays, and even nuclear decay, can leave an Fe2+ SCO system in
a very long-lived HS state.[2, 3] Studies of the temperature and
ligand dependence of the lifetime of this HS state led to
valuable insights into the electronic structure of SCO complexes.[4] Nevertheless, these mostly indirect tools left many
details about the switching process and the involved electronic states in ambiguity.[5]
Ultrafast laser techniques offer direct real-time insight
into the elementary steps of photoinduced spin transitions.[6–8]
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Applying X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) in combination with laser pumping has proven to be very successful; for
example, the structure of the putative HS 5T2 excited state of
[Fe(bpy)3]2+ (bpy = 2,2’-bipyridine) was directly determined
by picosecond-resolved XAS at the Fe K-edge.[9] A recent
structural dynamics study exploiting X radiation in the
femtosecond range[10] delivered a surprisingly simple picture
of the photoinduced spin-state switching of aqueous [Fe(bpy)3]2+: Following laser excitation into the singlet metal-toligand charge-transfer (1MLCT) manifold, prompt (within
about 30 fs) intersystem crossing to the 3MLCT states occurs,
and backtransfer of the excited electron to the central atom
(with a lifetime of 130 fs) goes straight into the HS 5T2 state,
and thus all of the metal-centered ligand-field states that lie
between are bypassed.
However, to unravel the elementary steps in this spin
transition one needs observe both the geometric and electronic changes in real time. While X-ray absorption and
scattering experiments often emphasize the geometric structure, optical spectroscopic methods address a mixture of
vibrational and electronic levels within the entire molecule.
Element-sensitive detection of the spin state itself has not
been achieved on the subnanosecond timescale. Application
of a technique that can unambiguously identify the spin state
in bulk media under ambient conditions is thus of great
interest for distinguishing electronic from structural variations.
Here we report on direct detection of the spin state of
aqueous [Fe(bpy)3]2+ molecules 60 ps after an ultrashort laser
pulse excitation by time-resolved X-ray emission spectroscopy for the first time. Hereby, the laser induces a low-spin to
high-spin conversion, which switches back to the LS state on a
subnanosecond timescale. We detect the variation of the iron
Ka line shape, which unambiguously determines the actual
spin state. The interpretation of the time-resolved data is
supported by theoretical crystal-field multiplet calculations
and experimental Ka spectra of related HS and LS Fe2+
reference compounds.
1s X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) represents a direct
probe of the spin state of 3d transition metals, due to the
exchange interaction of the core hole with the 3d electrons in
the final state.[11] Hereby, both Ka and Kb lines have proved
useful as sensitive probes of the spin state.[12] The Kb emission
line has been the typical choice for spin-state studies, since the
number of unpaired electrons is reflected in the intensity of
the Kb’ satellite peak, which is well separated from the main
line due to the large 3p3d exchange interaction.[13] However, it
has been shown both theoretically and experimentally that
the Ka lines provide similar information.[12, 14]
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The Ka emission after photoionization can be treated as a
second-order process in which initially a hole in the 1s shell is
created and subsequently refilled by an electron from the 2p
level (Figure 1 a). The final state electron configuration in

Figure 1. a) Energy scheme for Ka emission in Fe2+. Only open shells
are considered and the photoexcited electron in the continuum is
denoted ep. b) Calculated Ka fluorescence lines for HS (thin line) and
LS (thick line) Fe2+ in an octahedral crystal field. The difference
spectrum is also shown (dashed line). c) Experimental Ka spectra of
HS and LS Fe2+ reference compounds ([Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] and [Fe(bpy)3]Cl2 powders, respectively).

Fe2+ is thus 1s22p53d6, which is affected by a strong 2p spin–
orbit interaction that splits the final states and results in the
Ka1 (j = 3/2) and Ka2 (j = 1/2) emission lines. The interaction
between the unpaired electron in the 2p shell and the 3d
electrons splits the final states further. These (2p,3d) Coulomb and exchange interactions give rise to a rich multiplet
structure that cannot be resolved individually due to the core–
hole lifetime width, but effectively results in an additional
broadening of the Ka1 and Ka2 line shapes. The exchange
interaction between unpaired spins renders the Ka emission
sensitive to the spin state in the 3d shell. No exchange
interaction is present in a low-spin 3d6 configuration (with S =
0) and the Ka1 line is sharp compared to that of the high-spin
form (S = 2) with a strong (2p,3d) exchange interaction
(Figure 1 b).
We measured these effects using LS [Fe(bpy)3]Cl2 and the
HS form of [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] (phen = 1,10-phenanthroline)
for reference (Figure 1 c, experimental details in Supporting
Information); the spectra and their difference compare well
with theoretical calculations, which clearly reinforces the use
of this technique as a spin probe.
We implemented XES for time-resolved experiments at
the microXAS beamline of the Swiss Light Source. Details of
the core experimental setup, data collection, and initial data
treatment strategies were published elsewhere;[15] Figure 2
summarizes the new TR-XES setup and data acquisition
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2010, 49, 5910 –5912

Figure 2. a) Setup for TR-XES (top view). The laser (L) and X-ray (X)
beams congruently overlap on the 0.1 mm thick liquid jet (S) tilted at
458. Fast avalanche photodiodes collect the total fluorescence (D1),
transmitted intensity (D2), and XES intensity (D3). b) Schematic of the
electron-bunch filling pattern at the Swiss Light Source. Several 2 nsspaced bunches are followed by an approximately 200 ns long empty
section, in which one densely packed electron bunch is placed (round
trip time 960 ns). The 1 kHz laser is synchronized to this single pulse
with an adjustable time delay. c) The (monochromatized) X-radiation,
composed of an approximately 760 ns-long “superbunch” together
with the well-separated 100 ps-long isolated pulse, is fed into a gated
integrator within its approximately 20 ns-long time window [indicated
in c)] at twice the repetition rate of the femtosecond laser, together
with two additional measurements within the empty gap for dynamic
background correction. Thus, the output signal of the gated integrator
consists of alternating laser-on/laser-off X-ray intensities, and pairwise
subtraction delivers the photoinduced X-ray intensity change.

applied for the reported experiment (further details in the
Supporting Information).
With this setup we measured the difference between the
laser-excited and ground-state XES photons at a time delay of
60 ps. At this time delay only the HS 5T2 state should remain
populated. Indeed, the transient spectrum in Figure 3 shows
very good agreement with the expected variation shown in
Figures 1 b and c. This provides evidence that the 665 pslifetime (at 300 K) excited state of [Fe(bpy)3]2+ is indeed an
S = 2 HS state. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
direct determination of the spin momentum of a transient
species on the ultrafast timescale. We emphasize that previous
measurements on [Fe(bpy)3]2+ were not directly sensitive to
the precise number of spin-unpaired valence electrons; this is
now achieved by time-resolved XES. While the X-ray
absorption fine structure at the edge is shaped by a complex
interplay between structural and electronic effects, the rather
simple spectral shape and theoretically well understood
electron–electron interactions in K-shell emission spectroscopy allow for unambiguous interpretation of spin state. Xray absorption and emission spectroscopy are thus complementary techniques and their combination allows disentanglement of structural from electronic changes.
Already a change of oxidation state implies a change in
spin state, and the X-ray emission lines are likewise sensitive
to electron-transport phenomena in general, for example,
redox reactions in photochemistry.[11] Time-resolved X-ray
emission spectroscopy is thus a viable tool for elementselective studies on electronic structure during ultrafast
processes. The limit in time resolution is governed by the
core–hole lifetime, which is on the order of a few femtoseconds for 3d transition metals. Nonresonant X-ray emission
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Figure 3. TR-XES results for an aqueous solution of [Fe(bpy)3]2+. The
solid line is the Ka1 emission line measured on the ground state
(scaled down by a factor of 9). Circles with error bars (one standard
deviation) represent the spectral difference between XES measured at
60 ps after laser excitation and XES of the ground state. The expected
effect at 10 % excitation yield is shown as a dashed line: this
corresponds to the spectral difference for 10 % HS content, which was
constructed from the HS and LS reference spectra in Figure 1 c).

spectroscopy does not require tunability of the incident
energy and is thus an attractive technique for upcoming largescale X-ray sources with femtosecond time resolution (X-ray
free-electron lasers). These will not only provide access to the
femtosecond time regime but will also enable the study of
fluorescence lines with extremely low yield. The valence-tocore X-ray emission, for example, has been shown to be a
sensitive probe of the ligand sphere,[16] and femtosecond XES
can track the ultrafast changes, which reveal the interplay
between electronic and nuclear dynamics.
A fascinating prospect for combining X-ray absorption
and emission spectroscopies on the femtosecond timescale is
the possibility to study the temporal evolution of the geometric structural and electronic changes separately, and thus
address the fundamental question of what triggers which kind
of response. Thus, the information that now becomes
available in time-resolved X-ray emission spectroscopy will
help to address the elementary steps of different processes
related to physical and chemical transformations in chemistry,
materials science, and molecular biology.

Experimental Section
The laser pump/X-ray emission probe experiments were performed at
the microXAS beam line of the Swiss Light Source at the Paul
Scherrer Institute. The core experimental strategy is described in
detail elsewhere,[15] and for this specific XES experiment (Figure 2) in
the Supporting Information.
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